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Renatus Compensation Plan 

 
Congratulations! If you’re reading this document, we can assume that one of two things 
has occurred: either you have already joined our marketing team; or you are about to 
join. We know that sounds a bit presumptuous, but when you have a company and 
educational system like we have created in Renatus™, you can afford to be 
presumptuous. The design of our compensation plan is further evidence of our 
commitment to attract the best people to our marketing team. 
 
We learned two simple, but powerful lessons early on in our business careers. The first 
lesson is to train people and provide them with the necessary tools to increase their 
odds of being successful. The second lesson is that “the best way to motivate is to 
compensate.” The Renatus compensation plan rewards the trained and motivated 
individuals who certify and then sell Renatus™ educational programs. Our certified 
Independent Marketing Affiliates earn a commission on products that retail from $1,997 
to $17,997.  Renatus pays certified IMAs up to a 50% commission for educational 
purchase made by retail customers; just imagine the excitement of earning between 
$1,000 to $9,000 on a single sale. 
 
Only contracted marketers, hereinafter referred to as Independent Training Affiliates 
(“ITAs”) or Independent Marketing Affiliates (“IMAs”) are permitted to market Renatus 
products. To apply to become an ITA, interested individuals must complete an 
Independent Marketing Affiliate Agreement and submit it online with a $125 
administrative fee to Renatus, LLC. This fee is the only fee required by the Company to 
apply to sell its products. Product purchase is not a requirement for IMA training and/or 
IMA status. 
 
Once the applicant has completed the Entrance Exam, she/he may begin training to 
become an Independent Marketing Affiliate.  While in training, the accepted applicant is 
referred to as an Independent Training Affiliate (“ITA”). The ITA must successfully 
complete the training requirements as well as an online Certification Exam before 
she/he may become certified, allowing him or her to earn and receive full commissions 
for the sales they make. 
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Renatus Products 
 

Product  MSRP Wholesale Sales Commission 

Essentials Course $1,997 $997 $1,000 

AIT Advanced Package $5,997 $2,997 $3,000 

AIT Xtream Plus Package $17,997 $8,997 $9,000 
 
 

 

Certification Requirements 
 

Essentials Course Certification 
To certify and earn the maximum income from Essentials Course sales an Independent 
training Affiliate must successfully complete three sales of the Essentials Course 
educational program. ITAs do not need to purchase educational programs from Renatus 
to participate in the marketing opportunity, but if they desire to make an educational 
purchase, they may count their purchase as one of the three required sales. With one 
sale complete only two more are required before certification is complete.  
 
While in training, sales completed by the Independent Training Affiliate will pass to the 
Essentials Course Mentor. If the ITA is an Essentials Course purchaser, the Mentor will 
receive $1,000 from the ITAs purchase and $500 of the $1,000 commission from the 
ITAs 2nd and 3rd sale. The Mentor also keeps the customers. This compensates the 
Mentor for time spent training the new ITA. The uncertified ITA will also receive $500 
for their participation in the 2nd and 3rd sales. ITAs who do not purchase an Essentials 
Course for their own use may also earn income while in training. They will receive $125 
from each of their Essentials Course sales while in training. The Mentor will receive $875 
of the $1,000 commission and the customers. 
 

AIT Certification 
Certification is accomplished by completing, with the assistance of your Mentor, a 
volume of successful AIT Package sales that generate a commission balance totaling 
$45,000. If you have purchased an AIT product the commission target is reduced to 
$27,000 (note: product purchase is NOT required).  To reduce the commission balance 
to $27,000 ITAs must purchase an AIT package before they make an AIT certifying sale.  
Otherwise the balance owed to the Mentor is $45,000. Eligible products include any AIT 
product listed in the product table above. Once the assigned training balance due is 
established, it cannot be recalculated for any reason other than commissions generated. 
(i.e. Product purchase after making a sale will not reduce the $45,000 balance down to 
$27,000.) 
 
Upon completion of each eligible product sale or product purchase, the training balance 
due to the Mentor by the ITA will be reduced by the dollar amount of commissions 
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generated for the sale or purchase.  ALL products sold to a customer by an ITA will 
reduce the balance due to the Mentor by the total commission dollar amount 
generated.  During the certification process, any customers who are sold products by an 
ITA will become customers of the selling ITA’s Mentor.  In the case the commission 
amount generated from single or upgrade sales to a customer is greater than the 
balance due to the Mentor, the ITA (turned IMA) will receive the remainder of 
commissions generated from the sale(s) once the balance is reduced to zero. 
 
Example 1:  Chuck is a new ITA, who purchases an AIT Xtream Plus product (before he has sold or 
purchased any other products) generating $9,000 in commissions to his Mentor, Bob.  Chuck’s balance 
due to Bob is $18,000 (that is, $27,000 minus $9,000 equals $18,000).  Chuck is a customer of Bob’s and 
all future purchases from Chuck will pay Bob. 
 
Chuck sells an Xtream Plus AIT product to Jack, which generates $9,000 in commissions to Chuck’s 
Mentor, Bob.  Chuck’s balance is reduced to $9,000 (that is, $18,000 minus $9,000).  Jack is now a 
customer of Bob’s and all future purchases from Jack will pay Bob.  If Jack becomes an ITA (or is already), 
his purchase will ensure that his own balance due to his Mentor, Bob starts at $18,000 (that is, $27,000 
minus $9,000 equals $18,000).  In addition to Chuck’s balance being reduced by the sale to Jack, Jack’s 
balance will also be reduced because it was his purchase.  In other words, both Jack’s and Chuck’s balance 
will decrease by $9,000.  Finally, as an ITA under his Mentor Bob, all future SALES Jack makes (to other 
customers) will pay Bob, during Jack’s certification. 

 
Example 2:  Chuck is an ITA under his Mentor, Bob.  Through various purchases and sales, Chuck generates 
commissions for his Mentor, Bob, resulting in a remaining balance of only $500 due to Bob.  Chuck makes 
sales to Jack for an AIT Advanced package, with commissions totaling $3,000.  When the product order 
completes, commissions of $3,000 are generated from the sale to Jack.  As a result, all future SALES Jack 
makes (to other customers) will pay Bob.  Bob will receive $500 and Chuck will receive $2,500 (that is - 
$500 to Bob to satisfy Chuck’s remaining balance due, and $2,500 to Chuck as the remainder).  Chuck is 
now certified.   

 

Short-cut to Certification 
The fastest way from ITA application acceptance to Essentials Course and AIT 
certification is for an ITA to buy one Xtream Plus combo package and sell two additional 
Xtream Plus combo packages. A simultaneous purchase of the Essentials Course and the 
AIT Xtream Plus Package is referred to as an Xtream Plus Combo package. When an ITA 
purchases an Xtream Plus Combo and subsequently sells two additional Xtream Plus 
Combo packages the company will certify them at all product levels. This reduces the 
number of training sales passed to the Mentor and allows the ITA to certify as they buy 
an Xtream Plus Combo and sell two Xtream Plus combo packages. This allows the 
certifying ITA to retain more customers and earn more income from their initial product 
sales. 
 

Financing Program 
Whether an Essentials Course or AIT Package is sold using financing from Universal 
Guardian Acceptance or paid for by credit card or cash, the certification credit issued to 
the selling ITA is the same. As soon as three Essentials Course sales are complete the 
selling ITA will become certified and become an Essentials Course Mentor. The same is 
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true of AIT certification. As soon as the certifying ITA has passed the required amount of 
commissionable AIT package sales to their Mentor they will achieve AIT certification. 
 
Example 1: John is an ITA under his Mentor, Bruce.  John makes an Essentials Course purchase and pays 
for it with his credit card. John receives credit for one of his 3 required Essential sales through his own 
purchase. John sells an Essentials Course to Julie and an Essentials Course to Sue. Both Julie and Sue use 
financing to purchase their products. Their financed purchase completes Johns Essentials Course 
Certification and from this point on John will receive the maximum commission available on future sales 
and the customers from each training sale that is due him. Johns mentor, Bruce, will receive commission 
from the financed amount of Julie and Sue’s financed contract for the length of their respective payment 
cycles. 

 
Commissions from Financed sales will be paid to the appropriate IMA one of two ways 
depending on whether the financed contract meets UGAs financing criteria. The details 
are as follows: 
 
Financing applicants are required to remit a down payment for the Renatus Educational 
program they purchase. Essentials Course applicants are required to pay at least 20% of 
the retail price before submitting an application to finance the balance. AIT Package 
customers are required to pay at least 20% of the retail price before submitting an 
application to finance the balance. Combo Purchasers (those who make a simultaneous 
purchase of an Essentials Course and an AIT Package) are required to pay at least 20% of 
the retail price before submitting an application to finance the balance. 
Standard commissions are paid on all down payments on the nearest Tuesday or Friday 
following the 7 Day right of rescission period and 5 day hold. 
 
Once the down payment is received by Renatus and the financed application is 
submitted to UGA, the financed contract will either be purchased by UGA or placed in 
monthly billing. If the financed application meets the required criteria, UGA will 
purchase the contract and pay Renatus a discounted amount of money from the 
purchased contract. The discount is determined by the term of the loan. Commissions 
earned on purchased contracts are less because of the discount, than if a customer pays 
for their product purchase up front. To assist you in calculating payments, commissions 
and financing terms Renatus has provided financing calculators and made them 
available in your Business Center for down load. Please refer to this calculator to 
determine an approximate amount for the customer’s monthly payment and the 
amount of commission earned by the selling IMA. The calculators are designed to assist 
you in determining payments and commissions, but because of the numerous variables 
associated with financing programs, they cannot be expected to perfectly determine 
payments or commissions from monthly payments. 
 
Financing applications that fail to meet the required criteria will be placed into monthly 
billing. Commissions paid from product orders that are in monthly billing will be paid 
according to the standard commission rate on a pro‐rated basis equal to the monthly 
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payment collected. Commissions from monthly payments are paid to selling IMAs on or 
about the 15th of each month. 
 
In the event that a certifying sale defaults on their loan a balance owed to the original 
Mentor will be established equal to the amount of the default. Any income earned by 
the newly certified IMA will be forfeit to their Mentor until the balance is satisfied. This 
insures that Mentors will receive the full compensation due for training new ITAs. 
 

Residual Override Commission 
 
Compensation from Team Overrides. In addition to receiving earned commission from 

personal or training sales, the Renatus compensation plan pays override commissions 

on sales generated by team members.  15% of the suggested retail amount is set aside 

to pay over ride commissions. These override commissions are paid through three 

qualified levels of certified Independent Marketing Affiliates, 5% per level. The override 

commission schedule is as follows for each qualified level: 

  

Product Suggested Retail 

Price 

Commission Per 

IMA Level 

Essentials Course $1,997 $100 

AIT Advanced Package $5,997 $300 

AIT Xtream Plus Package $17,997 $900 

 

The amount of income received for building and growing a successful team can be 

substantial. Imagine the rewards you can receive for assisting others to achieve success. 

This income is in addition to the IMAs earnings from personal and training sales. As you 

can see the Renatus compensation plan rewards IMAs for personal production, training 

new ITAs and for growing and building a team. 

Compensation From our Leadership Bonus Pool. An additional source of income is 

available for a select number of IMAs who show exceptional team building and 

leadership skills. These individuals, who upon promotion to the Founders Advisory 

Board (FAB), will enjoy a share of a 5% monthly National Bonus Pool. The Founders 
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Advisory Board is comprised of Top Income earners selected by our Renatus Founder. 

The Bonus Pool Commission Schedule is as follows: 

 

Product Suggested Retail 

Price 

Commission Per 

Sale 

Essentials Course $1,997 $100 

AIT Advanced Package $5,997 $300 

AIT Xtream Plus Package $17,997 $900 

 

The Renatus Bonus Pool grows in proportion to the number of total sales occurring in 

the company monthly. FAB Members who share in the Bonus Pool will receive a pro 

rated share based on the size of their team, the total number of personal and training 

sales that they achieve and the number of offices they have in operation. 

 For example: If Renatus achieves a total of: 

 

Total Company Monthly Product Sales Commission Added to 

Bonus Pool Per Sale 

Bonus Pool 

Totals 

500 Essentials Course Sales $100 $50,000 

100   AIT Advanced Package Sales $300 $30,000 

100  AIT Xtream Plus Package Sales $900 $90,000 

Total Monthly Bonus Pool  $170,000 

 

Based on this example, if a Renatus Leader qualifies for a 10% share of the pool they will 

receive a Monthly bonus of $17,000 in addition to the rest of their earned income. 

Compensation Plan Summary.  

Affiliate Marketing is successful as IMAs are able to complete sales and earn income. 

The Renatus compensation plan rewards those who strive for excellence, make personal 
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sales, build sales teams and achieve leadership positions on the Founders Advisory 

Board. Each represent another income opportunity within the company and each 

revenue source adds to the power and profitability of selling Renatus education. We 

have previously mentioned that the best way to motivate is to compensate and that is 

why we have chosen this compensation structure. It creates a powerful motivation for 

experienced and up and coming marketers to join our team and sell Renatus 

educational programs. 

 
Product Pricing and Commissions 
The Company must receive the wholesale price indicated in the chart above.  The 
difference between the wholesale price and the price that the Independent Training 
Affiliate and/or Independent Marketing Affiliate chooses to sell the product for is the 
amount of commission earned by the certified Independent Marketing Affiliate.  The 
schedule above displays MSRP, wholesale price, and the amount of commission earned 
if the product is sold at MSRP. 
 
 
Payment Process and Schedule 
Commissions are calculated for payment upon completion of the product order(s).  All 
Independent Marketing Affiliates are paid commissions via Direct Deposit or Business 
Check. Commissions are paid each Tuesday and Friday* for commissions generated from 
completed orders. 
 
*Commission schedule is subject to change at the Company’s sole discretion. 
 
 

Building a Marketing Team 
 
Direct Sales 
While the income from retail sales can be substantial, another feature of the Renatus 
compensation plan is the leverage you can enjoy from building and growing a successful 
marketing team. This leverage is the result of the training incentive feature that pays the 
commission and assigns the purchaser to the certified Mentor who is eligible to earn the 
commission from the training sales. After certification, any customer that purchases a 
product for which you will receive the commission becomes a part of your customer 
base.  From this point forward, the training commissions paid on their sales during 
certification and as a customer, they will stay with you as part of your team.  If any of 
them choose to market our educational products (become ITAs/IMAs) they will undergo 
the certification process through you and you will receive the commissions for their 
sales during that process. 
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Your Odds of Success: How Do You Know That You Will Succeed? 
 
You don’t know yet because you haven’t started. You’re reading this because you want 
to determine if what you have heard and what you have read aligns with your individual 
definition of results or success. We know that each of you have a different set of skills, 
knowledge and time that you will have to individually assess to establish your personal 
set of expectations. We also understand that those will change as you pursue success 
marketing our products. We know that you will improve your odds of success by having 
a thorough knowledge of our products. You must determine how you advance as a 
marketer and move towards accomplishing your personal goal and expectations. 
 
Make no mistake that your success depends on your effort and your ability to 
successfully apply all the tools you have to accomplish the results you are working 
towards in this program. Please understand that the Company knows that success 
depends on hard work from each marketer and that some will not achieve the success 
that they have established as a goal. Some will achieve some success. Some will achieve 
great success and some will achieve none no matter how much effort is exerted. 
 

The Final Analysis 
 
Here is what it all boils down to: Renatus provides you with the opportunity to earn full 
commissions from the sale of our educational programs after you become certified to 
sell our products. With the commissions you earn from selling our educational products, 
you can become an active investor yourself or simply enjoy the additional income for 
you and your family. If you choose to become an active investor yourself, the more real 
estate success you enjoy, the more credibility you may have with future potential 
customers which may increase your odds of success in marketing our educational 
programs. 


